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ABSTRACT
The continuing growth and success of many edge technologies such as the Internet of Things (IoT), wearables and Virtual and Augmented Reality (VR/AR) relies on providing a high-performance and low-latency computing infrastructure. In this paper, we envision extending edge computing with mobile, moving, and possibly flying edge datacenters, that we call nomadic datacenters to improve the performance and capacity of the edge infrastructure. In particular, we study how the introduction of nomadic datacenters will affect data management systems and find that novel challenges and opportunities need to be addressed. We present some of these challenges and opportunities in addition to an outline of how they can be tackled by future data management systems.

1 INTRODUCTION
Emerging classes of computing technologies are promising to transform our lives, change how we interact with each other and with the world. These include Internet of Things (IoT), wearables, and Virtual and Augmented Reality (VR/AR). IoT enables harnessing the multitude of sensor data via applications ranging from smart farming to autonomous cars. Wearable technology enables personalized applications such as activity tracking and health monitoring. With VR/AR, we will be immersed in designed experiences that will touch every facet of our lives. Common among these transformative technologies are the utilization of sophisticated edge devices and the demand for high-throughput and/or low-latency. We will use the term edge technologies to denote IoT, wearable, and VR/AR technologies in light of their common characteristics.

To realize the potential of edge technologies, it is necessary to provide the hardware and software infrastructures that support the high-throughput and low-latency demands for application processing. To this end, many efforts have advocated for the use of edge computing technology to provide more compute and storage power [4, 13]. Edge computing enhances cloud computing by introducing edge datacenters that are closer to users and that consist of a few to hundreds of machines. With edge computing, data can be processed at the edge, saving the communication latency to the datacenter that can take up to 100s of milliseconds [13]. Additionally, processing at edge datacenters saves the monetary bandwidth costs of cloud-edge communication.

Realizing the benefits of edge datacenters has been limited by the static nature of edge datacenter deployment. Typically, edge datacenters are rigidly stuck in fixed locations. This introduces two limitations:

- **A static deployment cannot follow the hot spots**: It is difficult for a static deployment to adapt to a dynamic, mobile environment, where the current location of the highest data traffic is continuously, and often unpredictably changing. For example, consider building an edge infrastructure to support a taxi transportation organization. Taxi cabs connect to edge datacenters that are placed in various locations around the city. However, the location of taxi cabs depends on many volatile aspects such as traffic and passengers. This makes it very difficult to decide where to place the edge datacenters and how to provision resources around the city.

- **A static deployment cannot be recovered swiftly**: In the event of a natural disaster and power outages, a large area may be affected. The edge datacenters across these large areas may be inaccessible or even permanently damaged. To recover from such catastrophic failures that damage infrastructure, replacing the infrastructure is necessary. However, it may take days to replace and deploy the new infrastructure. This is especially devastating when the edge infrastructure is needed to aid in responding to natural disasters.

In this paper, we propose extending edge computing technology with dynamic, mobile edge datacenters, and call them nomadic datacenters. Nomadic datacenters denote small, portable edge datacenters, that can be relocated swiftly by large vehicles (e.g., trucks) and air crafts (e.g., helicopters). Nomadic datacenters can overcome the two limitations of static edge datacenters that we outlined in the previous paragraph. A nomadic datacenter can follow the hot spot. In the taxi organisation example, nomadic datacenters can be continuously moving to maximize the utility of resources. Also, nomadic datacenters can replace a damaged infrastructure swiftly in cases of natural disasters and power outages. In fact, nomadic datacenters can be thought of as an aid to first responders that may need the edge computing resources to collect and process data in addition to providing connectivity during relief and rescue operations.

The potential feasibility of the concept of nomadic datacenters is due to recent advances in datacenter and communication technology. Edge datacenter technology has been continuously improving during the past decade, resulting in small, containerized datacenters, also called micro datacenters. A micro datacenter may contain as little as a few servers on a single rack with built-in cooling, power supply/backup, and fire suppression systems.
Already, these micro datacenters are being leveraged for their portable nature that allows deploying them in remote areas such as shallow- and deep-water oil rigs [1]. Our proposal is to leverage this portability to react to dynamic, mobile edge applications and actively follow hotspots in addition to replacing damaged edge infrastructure.

The other technology that is enabling nomadic datacenters is 5th generation mobile networks (5G). 5G is 4G’s successor telecommunication standard. It aims to provide lower latency, higher communication throughput, and low power transmission. More importantly, 5G is geared towards supporting emerging edge applications, such as ones based on IoT and wearables. This is envisioned by providing support of device-to-device and mobile broadband communication. This is significant for the realization of nomadic datacenters that will rely on wireless communication to connect to edge users/devices and the cloud. 5G will allow larger-scale communication between a nomadic datacenter and edge users and devices through device-to-device and mobile broadband communication. Also, nomadic datacenters would need a large capacity wireless link to connect to the backbone in the cloud. 5G’s larger capacity will ameliorate the capacity limits of wireless telecommunication technology compared to wired and optical fiber communication. Also, nomadic datacenters would typically be powered for long (or all) durations on batteries. Thus, low power consumption based on 5G is an important feature.

The concept of a nomadic datacenter is not new, as many have suggested the idea for its practical uses in many applications [12]. However, it was not realized because the relevant communication and datacenter technologies were not ready. With the advances of micro datacenters and 5G telecommunication, nomadic datacenters are positioned to be a reality now more than ever.

In this paper, we envision the last piece in the puzzle of making nomadic datacenters a feasible technology—we propose the study of data management systems for nomadic datacenters. In addition to the hardware and communication infrastructures (i.e., micro datacenters and 5G) to realize nomadic datacenters, data management technology must be revisited to tackle the unique challenges and exploit the opportunities of the new edge architecture. We present a system model that encompasses several scenarios of how nomadic datacenters will be realized. Then, our study of the system model reveals a set of novel data management challenges and opportunities. We present these challenges, opportunities and a roadmap to tackle them.

2 A SYSTEM MODEL FOR NOMADIC DATA CENTERS

In this section, we present our vision of emerging system models of nomadic datacenters. The development of these system models is important to guide the design decisions and identification of the salient properties of the new technology. We begin by describing the base architecture of nomadic datacenters and its interaction with the cloud, users, and other edge datacenters. Then, we discuss how the model can be adapted to various properties of nomadic datacenter deployments that have varying sizes and mobility characteristics.

The base system model consists of three tiers (shown in Figure 1):

- **(1) Cloud tier:** This denotes the cloud resources at traditional, large datacenters.
- **(2) Edge tier:** This denotes the resources at edge and nomadic datacenters. Edge datacenters communicate with the cloud tier through high-bandwidth links, such as fiber optics, and nomadic datacenters communicate with the cloud tier via wireless telecommunication (e.g., 5G). However, nomadic datacenters are also capable of communicating with other edge datacenters through wireless links. This will enable coordination between nodes in the edge tier and also enables relaying communication between nomadic datacenters and the cloud tier through intermediate edge datacenters.
- **(3) User tier:** This denotes the users and devices generating data and making requests. Nodes in the user tier, that we will call user nodes, communicate with the application through the edge tier, if an edge or nomadic datacenter is nearby. Typically, this communication would be through wireless links, using Wi-Fi technology. If no edge or nomadic datacenter is nearby, then the user nodes communicate directly with the cloud tier.

Nomadic datacenters will vary in size to adapt to various application and environment requirements. We abstract the different sizes of nomadic datacenters to fall in one of three sizes:

1. **Light:** This represents nomadic datacenters that contain a single machine and minimal datacenter capabilities for cooling and security. This is ideal in cases where the nomadic datacenter should be carried by small vehicles, such as drones.
2. **Medium:** This represents nomadic datacenters that contain 4 or more machines and is ideal to be carried by small vehicles such as taxi cabs.
3. **Heavy:** This represents nomadic datacenters that resemble current micro datacenters that contain 4 or more machines with various datacenter capabilities. This is ideal for cases where a truck or an aircraft carries the datacenter. The size of the nomadic datacenter influences its mobility characteristics. For example, light nomadic datacenters can be deployed for high-mobility scenarios with constant movement and relatively smaller vehicles (e.g., drones). Medium ones can be deployed on medium-sized vehicles, and thus can be used for mobility cases in urban settings. Heavy nomadic datacenters have relatively restricted mobility and are ideal in cases where mobility is in reaction to a non-frequent event.

Given this view of the system model of nomadic datacenters, we discuss some data management issues in the context of nomadic datacenters.
3 DATA MANAGEMENT FOR NOMADIC DATA CENTERS

In the nomadic datacenter architecture, is there a need for innovation in data management systems to support the new environment or do existing systems suffice? This section answers this question by discussing how the nomadic datacenter architecture is positioned in relation to early work on mobile databases (Section 3.1). Then, we show how the unique properties of nomadic datacenters require innovation in data management systems in Section 3.2.

3.1 Nomadic Datacenters in the Space of Mobile Data Management

Building data management systems for mobile environments has been studied extensively for a number of decades [3, 6, 8, 9]. In these early works, that we will denote as mobile data management systems (MDMS), users and data copies are mobile and may use wireless communication. These properties are similar to the properties brought forth in the nomadic datacenters system model (Section 2).

So, can we just use MDMS [3, 6, 8, 9] to build solutions for nomadic datacenters? Our study of MDMS systems have revealed that they are an excellent starting point and basis for data management solutions for nomadic datacenters. MDMS outlines many solutions to tackle challenges that also arise in nomadic datacenters such as resources asymmetry, mobility, caching, and energy efficiency. Many of these techniques can—and should—be adopted by data management systems for nomadic datacenters.

However, there is a key difference in the nomadic datacenters architecture compared to early MDMS architectures. In MDMS, there is a "core" database and mobile users. This makes MDMS consider a centralized infrastructure with mobile resources. For nomadic datacenters, the users are mobile like MDMS, but the infrastructure is different. The infrastructure in nomadic datacenters is extended beyond a centralized location to mobile edge nodes (i.e., nomadic and edge datacenters).

Table 1 summarizes the high-level position of nomadic datacenters compared to relevant architectures. An interesting relation that can be observed from the table is that a nomadic datacenters architecture to MDMS is what edge computing is to cloud computing. Therefore, the data management challenges of edge computing in comparison to cloud computing will likely exist for nomadic datacenters in comparison to MDMS. The nature of these challenges stems from the fact that edge resources are more powerful than client machines, and thus there is an opportunity to leverage them more aggressively for data management tasks like caching [5], and offloading [11, 14]. This makes the caching and offloading results for edge computing [5, 11, 14] different from ones for MDMS [3, 6, 8, 9].

Although transforming edge solutions to adapt to the nomadic datacenter architecture is important and may entail interesting designs, we are interested more in the novel challenges and opportunities that are unique to nomadic datacenter architecture. The next section introduces such challenges and opportunities.

3.2 New Challenges and Opportunities

We postulate that the nomadic datacenter architecture has fundamental differences compared to previous architectures and combinations of previous architectures (e.g., MDMS with edge computing). These differences require innovative solutions to tackle the challenges and benefit from the opportunities of nomadic datacenters. In this section, we present the imminent challenges and opportunities in this space.

3.2.1 The wireless link: a bottleneck and an opportunity. Nomadic datacenters communication with users, other edge and nomadic datacenters, and the cloud tier through wireless links. Although emerging technology such as 5G will ameliorate this bandwidth limitation of wireless links, they are still limited compared to wired infrastructures. In addition, communication between nomadic datacenters and users and other edge datacenters will likely still rely on Wi-Fi or similar technologies. Therefore, communication bandwidth will be an extremely costly resource for nomadic datacenters. This is not the case for other architectures. (Unlike MDMS, a nomadic datacenter manages the data of a large number of users and thus require a significantly larger bandwidth than a single MDMS client.) The bandwidth cost significantly affects the design trade-offs space for data management tasks as we outline in the next example.

A case study on coordination. An example of a data management task that will be affected by the high bandwidth cost is coordination. Coordination is necessary to maintain consistency across different copies of data via protocols such as Two-Phase Commit [7], Paxos [10], and others. Coordination is communication-intensive, where each request is typically coordinated among nodes that hold copies of the accessed data. Take for example a scenario of two nomadic datacenters, A and B, that are located to be close to a large event that is anticipated to generate a lot of traffic. Both nomadic datacenters, A and B, are providing access to the same data but half the users are connected to A and the other half is connected to B. Now, in applications where requests would require coordination (such as OLTP transactions), A and B must coordinate every request they receive. For example, a request that is received at A would create a coordination request from A to B. This means that, potentially, double the wireless link bandwidth is consumed than necessary. This is exacerbated for cases with more nomadic datacenters and represents a major source of wasted resources and stress to the most limited nomadic datacenter resource—communication bandwidth.

Optimizing the bandwidth of coordination is an open challenge for nomadic datacenters and can be tackled based on familiar approaches in batching and compression. However, there are also opportunities for innovative solutions to this problem that are allowed by the unique architecture of nomadic datacenters. Specifically, since all communication is through the wireless medium, nodes can eavesdrop on other nodes' communication. Consider our earlier coordination scenario where A receives a request and then coordinate with B. Since B can eavesdrop on the communication from the user to A, then it already knows about the request, even before A initiates coordination for it. This allows efficient alternatives to coordination. For example, B can signal
that it has heard about the request and decides a certain action regarding it. This is more efficient in two ways: (1) A does not have to communicate with B, and (2) the communication from B is a control message only and does not need to contain the payload of the request that is likely much bigger than control messages. Another example to reduce coordination overhead is partitioning. However, unlike traditional partitioning where the system controls partitioning the data only, in our scenario, the nomadic datacenters can also partition the users between them. This means that A and B can judiciously decide which users connect to which nomadic datacenter, and in jointly with a data partitioning strategy between A and B, the need for coordination between A and B would be reduced.

To summarize, we foresee innovations in coordination and other data management tasks that tackle the main bottleneck of nomadic datacenters (communication bandwidth) via innovative solutions specific to the nomadic datacenter environment such as eavesdropping and users-data partitioning.

3.2.2 Challenges of a Dynamic Mesh Environment. In many of the scenarios we envision, there is a large number of nomadic datacenters that roam around continuously. For example, consider a deployment on taxi cabs, where each taxi cab contains a nomadic datacenter. This may serve an application for the taxi cabs, but may also be serving urban applications. In this scenario, there are potentially thousands of nomadic datacenters that get connected to each other sporadically. We call this a dynamic mesh model, akin to Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) [2]. However, unlike WMNs, mobility and relocation are rapid and each node is a nomadic datacenter that performs extensive computation and performs data management tasks on behalf of users, rather than just being a communication hub.

The dynamic mesh model introduces serious challenges to distributed protocols that are necessary to manage replicated or partitioned data across nodes. Such distributed protocols, such as Paxos [10], Two-Phase Commit [7], and others, were designed for a static infrastructure, where the participants in a protocol are known. However, in a dynamic mesh model, the participants and topology configuration changes continuously, requiring the invocation of expensive membership and leader election protocols continuously. This motivates the study of data management system designs that assume that membership and leader election is invoked frequently.

A case study on Paxos. For example, consider the Paxos protocol [10]. Paxos performs two tasks: leader election and replication. Replication is performed by a leader to make sure data is persistent. Leader election is only invoked during a suspected failure of the current leader. Therefore, many Paxos designs and variants optimize for the case where leader election is rare. Furthermore, Paxos reconfiguration is invoked in cases where a machine is to be replaced or to migrate the infrastructure. Paxos reconfiguration [10] is very expensive and in traditional deployment this is not problematic because it is extremely rare. Because nomadic datacenters move rapidly and the configuration changes continuously, leader election and reconfiguration are invoked frequently. This invites a redesign of the Paxos protocol to make leader election and reconfiguration more efficient. Such redesigns might be enhanced by exploiting the opportunities enabled by the special characteristics of nomadic datacenters. An example is that leader election and reconfiguration are triggered by mobility in nomadic datacenters, rather than failures as the traditional cases. This can be exploited because the current leader is aware of the anticipated leader election and/or reconfiguration and can participate in it. Therefore, rather than elaborate complex mechanisms to ensure the correct election of a new leader, a live, mobile leader can simply relinquish leadership to another node unilaterally.

Although we discussed a single case study on Paxos, the challenges of membership and reconfiguration in an extremely mobile environment are applicable to a wide-range of distributed protocols. We believe that opportunities to optimize membership and reconfiguration mechanisms for nomadic datacenters exist akin to the high-level optimization that we discussed for the Paxos case study.

4 CONCLUSION

Nomadic datacenters have the potential of enabling a wide-range of edge applications that rely on emerging edge technologies such as IoT, wearables, and Virtual and Augmented Reality. Nomadic datacenters introduces a dynamic, mobile infrastructure that allocate resources on demand in reaction to changes in workload and failures. This makes it suitable for emerging mobile edge applications. In this paper, we outline our vision of nomadic datacenters, how they are becoming more feasible, how they will be realized, and what are the imminent data management problems that arise with their introduction. We find that the areas that require attention in designing data management systems for nomadic datacenters are: the mobility of the extended infrastructure hierarchy, the wireless nature of communication, and the dynamic mesh nature of the topology. We outline pathways to solutions to these problems and envision that they will provide a building block towards realizing nomadic datacenters.
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